Rising Seniors Summer Reading Details:

Required:

Read and annotate Maya Angelou's autobiography *I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings*

Use the thematic reading guide to trace important themes and motifs throughout the book

Respond to two Supervised Writing prompts for the text.
  - Approximately 500 words per prompt
  - Type directly into shared Google doc
  - Due first day of class

Watch any film version of *Jane Eyre*

Recommended:

Draft a college essay based on one of the Common App prompts
  - You can find the prompts on the Common App website
  - Do yourself a favor and have a draft or two in hand ahead of next year

Make a list of colleges you are interested in applying to and learn more about them
  - Under normal circumstances, the deadline for applications is November 1st
  - You can’t start applying until FAFSA opens up closer to the fall

Work on your CAS hours
  - Stay on top of those hours while the weather is nice